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REVIEWS

E.J. FurnCe, Die wichtigsten konsonantischen Erscheinungen des Vorgriechischen.
Mit einem App!endix uber den Vokalismus. Diss. Leiden. Mouton, The Hague,
1972.461 pp. ‘Dfl. 96.00.
Reviewed by R.S.P. Beekes and A.H. Kuipers. Of the two parts of which this
review consists, part I (General) was written by R.S.P. Beekes, and part II
(Caucasian materials) by A.H. Kuipers.

This book, a dissertation prepared under the supervision of F.B.J. Kuiper, is
without a doubt a turning point in the study of the Greek substratum. The book
will be of lasting importance, as it is made up almost entirely of facts. During some
twenty years the aulihor has collected ttlose Greek words that have cognates within
Greek showing phonologic phenomc,ia that prove non -1E origin, e.g +alternations
K/Y, T/S, ~/US, K/UK etc. In this way a factual basis of enormous size 1s laid for
further research. Of course, the decision that two words are cognate and that the
phenomena indicate: non-IE origin is not fact but theory. However, though he not

infrequently presents new and at fust sight amazing combinations, Furnee always
adduces phonetic and semantic evidence as well as historical considerations to
adstruct those combinations which are not immediately evident. Of course, the
work contains much that was already observed by other scholars, but the number of
new observations may be called astonishing for a language so long studied as Greek.

2. Contents I

The book has 100 pp. of introduction, 300 others with the material and SOpp.
of indexes (Greek, Latin and Anatolian). It is regrettable that other things are not
indexed (other IE languages, Etruscan, Caucasian, Basque, Semitic); also names are
not given. The pre*-Greeksuffuses and alternations which do not have a section of
their own cannot be found either; they are given below.
After a section on the archaeological evidence the Pelasgian (Georgiev), MinoanMinyan (Heubeck) and psi-Greek (Merlingen) theories are briefly discussed and re-
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jetted. As to Pelasgian, it is shown that it is often historically improbable (a&ov.
:-~$~~vr9~,i;vuqas IE), often wholly arbitrary (“K&z&~, nom de riviere, de i.-e.
“N?$~l_sk-gt- ‘sautant’ “)? and that it has not gained in probiability by the addition
of new, even remotely convir?&q material. The only case which to mind was attractive, n&qoc, Goth bangs, is destroyed by its variant #tiprtoq(and historical considerations) which Pelasgian sound laws cannot explain. More important, the Pelasgian
cijncept cannot account fc3rall the phenomena documented by Furnee. The theory
is dead. J-leubeck’sinterpretation of the “beriihmte Rest” (the six words n&y@,
&ru, ti~ju~q, etc.) as Anatolian is rejected for the same reasons. Merlingen’s IE interpretatior “ist aber leider nicht weniger an den Haaren herbeigczogen”
(+eibi~ -ne&90~& Follr~wsa short historical survey of the theory of a non-IE subst1atu.m.

3. Contents II
For ?IS own material Furnke could use LSJ, but not the Supplement, Frisk up to
r~ (and not Chantraine’s Dictionnaire),
for Hesychius part I of Latte’s edition,
the secsnd part only now an then. It is evident that additions :anc!corrections are
possible from the new littnrature.
The ‘alternations’ (We..hsel; the term is meant purely descriptively) for which all
material that could be found is presented are (my numbering): I - tenuis/media/
aspir;i.a (ri/~, .X/X,r/x. K/Y/X and so forth for the labials and dentals); II - labials
and dent&: 1. (P = n, 0, 4) P/p; 2. P, d/F; 3. T/u(u), f. III - ‘KonsonanteneinzchIJb’
1. C/w;
L. K/UK, T/UT; 3. P/P?, K/Kr; 4. P/rl/. An appendix (50 pp.) on vowels;has
C&L,at/o, ar/e; E/~,O/Vand v/c; prothetic vowels; anaptyxis/syncope. A second appendrx gves consonant alternations which were not discussed before: simplex/geminata;
~~~~~~s
and dent& (X/u; X/&r; A/p; v/p; 6/p); gutturals/labials/dentals; s movable;
C-1@(type ~cipvov/&pm):
methatesis. In the appendixes the variants are given
v-ithout comment. A last appendix gives a suggestion on Linear A (kuro ‘total’ KLj;7IJOC

= KE@&

h

OV lipl&iO6).

4. Interpretation
Pp- 83-94. Furnee is aware of the fact that dialectal differences in the substratu language as well as the date of borrowing may be the cause ef the ‘altcrnations’. Gf course the two factors must be considered together: there *nay have been
dl~l~~~swhich had a thousand year development after the arrival of the Greeks.
Jlawcver. none of these factors can be substantiated at present for lack of sufficient
data.
Furnee, then, considers three other factors: (a) “konditionierte Lauterschei-
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nungen”; (1)) expressive variants; (c) the difficulty of rendering a phonological
sysitem different from Greek.
(a) cannot be denied. It covers as- and dissimilations found in all languages.
However, the *fery fact that these occur in all languages shows that this cannot be
the only explanation of the sometimes bewildering variety of forms of one word or
root.
(b) This Fur&e supposes to be the essential factor. Expressive is defined by him
as ‘ausdrucksvol, -stark’. Ther: is no difficulty with the many affective words (corporeal dfefects and diseases etc..), but a very large part is formed by termini technici
(including names for animals #Jrsdplants). Furnee points out that in several languages
expressivity is of far greater importance than in West-European languages of today.
“So hatte . .. alles, was die Landvirtschaft,
die (neue) Grundlage ihres Daseins betraf,
einen grossen affektiven Wert haben konnen” (p. 89).
Furnec tends to minimalize the percentage of alternation in the substratum
language by pointing out that e.g., in the majority of the words we know the stops
have only one form, not an interchange between two or three articulations. I think
that this -rot only may be due to chance, but principally to the fact that Greek does
not allow a free choice of the articulation. After all, these words have become Greek
words. Nevertheless expressivity must have been very important; Furnec even asks:
?st uns vielleicht speziell der ‘expressive’ Teil des vorgriechischen Wortschatzes
iiberliefert worden?” (p. 90). Even so Furnee admits: “Im ganzen muss aber festgestellt werden, dass trotz alleihand Vermutungen bei der grossen Gruppe von sog.
termini technici in vielen Fallen der tiefere Grund fur eine expressive AIternanz
unklar bleibt und also keine Beweise fur die Richtigkeit der hier vertretenen Auffasslng gegeben werden konnen.” (p. 90).
It sr3,omsthat the supposed expressivity of Caucasian has played a part in the
authior’s interpretation. But see below on Caucasian.
In general it must be said that the theory of expressive variants cannot be falsified, if we must accept that almost every word can have such a variant. Principally
it might be asked whl-ther it is probable that so many expressive variants were
borrowed beside the non-expressive forms. See further below, $j5.
(c) The possibility that the different forms are due to the rendering of a different
phonological q/stern are virtually dismissed by the author with the statement that
the explanations proposed do not satisfy when checked on a large scale. However,
it is only the first time that we have a large body of material to check such reconst ructions . This should be considered from case to case. In general I think this
hypothesis is in principle the best ‘o explain different forms of a borrowed word.
Also it is one of our tasks to try to reconstruct the phenomic structure of this
language, whether it is used to explain other things or not. As I believe that in some
cases this theory is promising, I will now discuss it for some of the alternations.
For the alternation between tenuis/media/aspirata
it has been assumed that this
language did not know this opposition. This could also explain why Linear B and
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the Cypriote syllabary have only one sign for the gutturals etc. Furnee objects that
Etruscan (as well as Lemnian) has two series. The numbers might be of importance
here. Furnee gives: K/Y
55
n/P
53
r/8
27 tot. 135
K/X 51
nlrp 43
r/i? 26
120
r/x
5
P/V 28
619 16
49
K/r/X 7
G/V 11
~/t!+?
6
24
135

328

It is evident that medialaspirata is the least frequent, but with labials and dentals
there are too many of them to suppose that we had two phonemes in each series
(defined by K/Y and K/X). I think, then, that the theory that voice and aspiration
were not distinctive is a probable hypothesis. (Etruscan might be cognate, but not
identical. The testimony of the Linear B script is of more direct importance.)
I think that on another point we arrive, on the basis of a reconstruction of the
phonemic system of this language, at a convincing interpretation of a great varie!y
of facts.
Pp. 388-90 give alternations between gutturals, labials and dentals. Guttural/
labial predominates (18 against 6 and 8). This material can now be enlarged. Some
instances were given in my Development of the PIE luryngeals in Greek, 193-S (and
290) (add P&Aavos/Lat.glans). From Fur&e can be added &Qv$‘%uXux,
&y~$&6arnrG, ~hpoqhhwoq
npia@x/npmy-.
Further !#\tl, &ptprp/ab&,
&yxdwc/z’~~p~,
&&xk/&ppdc/$q*,
&~r~oi$~!~7ari(Schwyzer 299),
t The idea that the labro-velar before consonant (other than i) became a guttural (and not a
labial; cf. Leleune, Phodt. 52 n. 2) is certainly wrong. It is not certain that @ is IE; 8~scuhhoc; is
non-IE (Development 193); that &yp& contains the same root as uico is not certain (Frisk).
The labials found cannot be explained convincingly (on this assumption): ~r&n~o<;after ~ep~&c
(which is less frequent), &npo~ after “~onwp (which form cannot be demonstrated), Chagp&
for *ihcurpocfrom -xFo~. There is direct evidence for the development into labials which
cannot be explained away: npciwro;vk$~cllr
vin~pou and ne’$,ar for which no probable bais for
analogy can be found; &reqvov; and &~oc,
t!Aatpp&
and K&~OCmentioned above. It may also
be remembered that a development (PO(not ~8) has been assumed for the PIE assibilated
phoneme (or whatever it may hav been). (Lejeune’s statentent “Ces vues ont chance d%tre
thkoriquement justes ,.. Mais pratiquement .,, ” introduces a mm-historical description of historical developments. The Mycenaean folms, which still have the labio-velar (qirijato), can prove
nothing in this question.)
* Verdenius (Mnem. 15, 1962, 392f) rightly maintains the connection of h&Cc with $0~ and
posits a meaning (‘being in the flower of youth, luxuria’ing’), that is identical to that of &SP&.
Wip&
‘full-grown, ripe’ agrees even more clearly with @T) than d&& (cf. also Afnem. 24 (1972):
353 -5 on iuSp&r)~cuKO!~~~qv). If &pp& /&p& are identical in origin, they must be pre-Greek
dnd probably had a labio-velar. That &3,&c is pre-Greek is also the opinion of Furnee, p. 242
n. 4. That $17 (&pp&) developed from a labio-velar was already assumed on the basis of its
connection with Lith. jtigb. The connection of &6p& ‘full-grown, ripe’ with &S- ‘enough’ must
be given up. The last belongs with Lith. sot& ‘satt, geszttigt’, where the meaning is exactly the
same as in Greek, Latin, Germanic and Celtic (and not ‘full-grown, ripe’). Where &6w& belongs
1 dor.‘t know, perhaps wizh neither of the two.
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e~u~hocfn&&Xoi
(fjrppI~c/&(v)~c?). It has been suggested that (part of) these alternations are due to labio-velars (Palmer, Interpretation ojlbfycenoean Greek Texts,
38ff; Kuipet, L~~z~uz2 1 (1968), 259-77; Beekes, Development 193-S). Mycenaean
evidence puts this beyond doubt (qaratoro, A itijoqo, qasiretl, atoroqo, qeto/m’&x,
~~~q~~~/~i~(~~
$Jm, “dm$lav6apc?,
qame/misijo/ llay/vco&~?, pera 3 qo/
~xK).The fidct stlould be stressed that the substratum labioop in the same way as the IE ones. This is shown by the coexistence of on&Ac~9po~~o1~&~9pov (qaratoro), and by &m from qisip- (see note 1).
ested, on the basis of Lmear B signs like twe, two, nwa and tja, rja, rjo,
that this language had labialized and palatalized sounds beside neutral ones, i.e. k:
k’: kU , p: p’: p”, t: t’. P . The sign pte has been supposed to continue an orlginal
p’e.
This hypothesis is of great importance, as it enables us to understand a large part
of Furn&?s matertai. In chapter X he discussed alternations K/K7 and P/P7, e.g.
4iibaxroc/Favat~cc,
p5Xc(3oc~~~~~cU;~.
Chapter Xl treats of n/$, e.g. ~~~YKoc/$&~Kw
‘J,,n,,XX~/CLa07p~h(h)bC
in chapter iX we find KIoK and T/aT: A’iyh,i77i~f’Aay~)~~~~, r&pv
It might seem surprising that these phenomena do not occur with all types of stops.
I think that this is only seemingly so. If we assume for a moment that K/K7 and
P/P7 represent k’ and p’, than from t’ we would expect T/TT, CKJ, CL Now such variants are indeed found: r/u(u) in chapter VII, T/TT in $76 (as gemmation, but KK and
IMIhardly occur). As to n/JI, there are instances of 6 (below), and with the dentals we
expect ts = TT, uu, u again. For U?Tsome indication is presented (p. 292 n. 2). When
we put all these isolated facts together we get the following picture,
-_-_
__
_
- -. . ._ - __________
Chapter

(X)
-_---- -K/K7
P/P?

Gutturals
Labials
Centals
l__l

-

r/rxi~)
” .-

(IX)
_____
($jbelow)
nlti

(VII)
.__ _-_ .______

(X0

- -_--_ _

$JK
__ _-n/an (292 n. 2)
T/UT

Now I assume that all th :se alternating gutturals (groups with guttural) represent
one phoneme which might be identified with the palatalized k’ posited by Palmer,
and so all the labials with 2’ and the dentalc; with t’.
This is of course a theoretical construction. It could be demonstrated by showing
alternations K& KT/UK, [/OK etc. Such variants do indeed occur, but, as Furnee presents K/KT etc., these complicated cases are found only m notes and remarks.
We find Sr@f’p~ %&@a, where Furnde 263 A3 considers “unabhanglgt vorgriech. Bildungen”. In this case, however, it is almost evident that this is a representation of a phoneme unknown to Greek. To this word belongs SQW/S&IU,
showing, cplqY/$. Other instances of nr/3/ ibidem. For $/on see p. 393 (metathesis):
&JIivt9~ov/&~7rivt!+u>v
etc.
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For tlze gut t Urals263 A3 gives KT/~: pt5pox60~/p~po~0~, ‘Epex&ticl‘ Epexae~
This also shows the existence of forms with E (cf. also below), which might also be
supposed for &&/~ocv~~
and &J/~u (~&~@/~coo~ti). Alternation ~/OK is given
p. 393 (metathesis): ~rihhopc~/o~i?Aa/uil?u
etc. Also W/UK can be demonstrated,
301 82: ~~vY~&X~)/~~~U~~~~/~~K~~POC etc. There appears to be a subtype [/Y-T,
uu(~8). u (not listed in the table above), e.g. i~&X~/ia&X~,
too&~ (also %JK?W),
ObAd@~/‘OXu?(r)eti~,‘OXuu(u)& etc. (Here may belong ~tiv/uOv.)
For the dentals we have only to demonstrate alternation rr, U(U)/UCThis we
have in 303 K~~TT~Y~O~/K~~UTE~O~and 304 ~~~uT~~/~~T~cxK~~/~~T~~.
Here also
&~ua~oc~ ~JT~!K&
and ~uu~6~/~vu~/~6uu~po~.
(The isolated ~@&ov/@@?a~ocmay
have r&)
i think it is probable, then, that we are concerned with the rendering of a strange
phoneme, and that K/KT/&T,
uu, @/UK
represent one and the same sound. (That instance:; of more than two variants are rather rare is no more than we would a priori
expect .)
A complication arises perhaps from &oc/qisipee. It seems probable that this
sound belongs to the category just discussed (because of the t), but it is surely a
labio-velar. The same applies to $&h~ov/anS~ov - Myc. qero2. It is known that for
PIE too a phoneme kS (or the like) has been posited, with palatal (Es) and labio-velar
(kUS)parallels (the last in &@w). (Also we find the same ‘alternations’ here as in
the non-IE words: K’I/CTK, [/x8, t&J/$; see Lejeune, Phondique (1972): 37ff) But the
assumption of a phoneme k us for the substratum language does not fit in with
Palmer’s theory (which might have to be modified). Even more complicated is
$&xK/u~@(Y(~@oc from bz > z ?) eo which I think also belong KV&XX, 6v&mc
This
would imply: (1) a labio-velar ($/K/S); (2) a ‘palatal’ ($, u, {); (3) an explanation for the -n-. One might object to such complicated phonemes, but when the
material seems to ask it, the possihli ty must not be too readily rejected because we
have difficulty imagining it. Of course, it is quite possible that part of th :se facts
must be explained in a wholly different way.
As to r/nr, it is known that some of these words have cognates (with p) in other
IE languages. But they are few; beside n& and nr&z~ we have duuw,
m:'Xov
and nrtiov. One is now tempted to consider these words as non-IE (cf. Wathelet, Les
traitsPoliens92). Furnee’s suggestion of “vorgriechische Lautgebung” seems dif lcult.
l

5. Objections
Already fierce criticism has been leveled against Furnee. Georgiev’s review has
~ypzared in Kratyh 16 (1971) 165-7, and others told me thci they were very
sceptic. It may be well to discuss this criticism as far as it is known to me.
1 know the following objections: (1) the data of the Greek grammariar are not
reliable; (2) recent borrowings (from oriental languages) have been incorporated; (3)
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many of the equations are semantically not convincing; (4) with borrowing we
never find such extravagant distortions as must be (or have been) assumed here; (5)
a language with such a number of free variations is impossible.
(1) to (3) concern the reliability of the material, (4) and (5) the interpretation. I
think that the first objection is right. But see below on its relevance.
Ad (21. It might have been wise to leave these cases out of discussion. But
Furnee’s method is sound: ifit is true that the given alternation is typical for the
Greek substratum words (and this is the working hypothesis), it must be noted that
these words show the same alternations (the interpretathz is another matter). Here
only a very limited number of cases is concerned.
Ad (31. Here the lemmata must be considered one by one. In general I must say
that a large part consists of words about whose identity one cannot have doubts. I
carried out a small test in $25, pp. 167-74, p/q] which was chosen at random Of
26 lemmata (I left out rpoiXhacuarbecause its vardant is not Greek, and cpoh~t.5~ as the
other member is a name of unknowr meaning) I counted 16 cases where one or
both of the variants are known only from glosses; I found no instance where a late
borrowing is probable; of the remaining 10 cases I think the semantic identity is
evident (they are /?ao~ijic, ^Ipai@.ov,Gu%$c@oc, ~mti~wv,
~Cjpv@oc,
@ihXoc,
@iipp ryt, ~p~&oo~t,
qpueiouo~t).
I think this shows that category (2) is indeed
very small. Furthermore, the ten cases quoted are sufficiently certain evidence to
establish the phenomenon as such (many IE sound laws are based on less evidence).
But If the forms given by the grammarians are in each separate case not reliable, it
would be absurd to assume that in all 16 cases the forms are due to error. And even
if we would admit that half their number was due to error, we could add a substantial number (eight) to the evidence. Methodologically it must also be said that it
is a good philological rule that we must try to interpret the text we find, unless we
can demonstrate that it is wrong. If now we can understand these aberrant forms
(in the light of other pre-Greek forms), we have no right to deny them reality. Also.
there is always other evidence. In this case the alternations r/x and S/0 provide
parallels. Then there are the names, of which some equations are evident (here not
many, p. 175: “A~~~vuw, Boipq).
There can be no doubt, then, that the phenomena (the alternations) described by
Furnee do exist. It is another matter whether all separate cases can be accepted. But
the essential progress made by Furnee’s research is that we are now provided wrtl~
so much material for discussion that we have a solid basis even if only half of tins
material would be reliabte. (In any case it is of great importance that most scholars
seem to agree that the words studied are non-IE.) Further all phenomena - and
suffixes - do fit together so well that it seems evident that we do indeed have here
a criterium to discover substratum words.
Quite a different problem 1s posed by the interpretation (m-s. 4 and 5). It may
well be said in advance that we shall probably never know the whole truth. But the
fact that we cannot give an adequate explanation does not diminish the value
the

of
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@ts we find. Facts, of course, must always be our starting point, and collecting

Yactswas what Furnee did. I think it is simply impossible to deny the facts (the
alternations observed). After screening the facts as well as possible our next task is
to interpret them. It is enough to recall the variants of Odysseus’ name: O&$tis.,
‘O?UX(T)E&,‘Ohuo(a)& or of the word for ‘lead’: y6Au~~oc/Cc~~Ipo~_lmon’wodo.
It is at the moment not relevant to object that there may be many mistakes in
Furnee’s collection. We are only at the beginning of the study of the material, and
Fur&e’s is the first necessary step. Let’s realize that IE studies started from no
better ‘equations’.
* It is possible that a complex of factors is responsible: (a) different dialects of the
substratum language; (b) different time of borrowing; (c) different Greek dialects
borrowing (or places of borrowing); (d) different phonological systems resulting in
a hesitating rendering in Greek which was not levelled out; (e) variants in the original
language. Points (a) to (c) will be granted Qpriori by everybody. On (d) see above,
$4. Perhaps the most cardinal point is whether (a) to (d) are enough to explain what
we find, or whether we must assume part of the ‘alternations’ for the giving language
itself*
The theory adopted by Furnee is that the variations already belonged to the
giving language. This might seem absurd. Fur&e devotes only fifteen lines (p. 86f)
fto the problem (of which the remark on Indo-European will not help the reader
much), which does not seem enough to convince the reader. A few more words may
be said about it here.
I refer only to Kuiper’s article ‘Consonant Variation in Munda’ (Lingua 14 (1965):
54-87; also used and mentioned by Furnee). Nobody should pronounce himself
about the phenomena collected by Furnee without studying this article. Indeed the
words used to describe the situation in Munda could be used as well to describe
Furnee’s material (p. 56): “the tendency to introduce such variants with a view to
express shades of meaning is very strong and spreads to almost all spheres” (quoted
from Pinnow, Versuch einer hist. Lautlehre der Kharia-Sprache, 1959: p. 2 1). “The
semantic aspect does not provide clear criteria for a distinction between an ‘affective’
and a ‘non-affective’ part of the vocabulary”. P. 72: “if we are to explain all these
cases of variation as originating in affective speech, this notion must be stretched to
such an extent as to become almost meaningless”. P. 56: “Dn the formal side it is
impossible to decide with certainty where the domain of variation ends and that of
par:~llelrhyme words derived from etymologically different roots begins”. (This
objection was made to Furnee.) Such variations as Santali dhabuska’@hoboskn’/
tipuska’ are exactly the kind of things Furnee’s material consists of. Essential is here
that “their nature as ‘free variants’ cannot be doubted” (p. 85). Also it is instructive
to see that in Mundari the number of such variants even reaches 29!
It is premature to try to give an overall explanation. But whether Furnee’s explanation is right or not, or whether we see at the moment an explanation or not,
this does not diminish the reality of the facts observed. To repeat once more, there
is enough undeniable material to establish the alternations as realities.
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6. Results
Several vowel alternations are discussed whrch are not listed m the table of
contents; I give a list of them below.
It would be useful to collect what we know about the word formation. A great
number of suffiies is discussed; I have drawn up an alphabetical list of them, given
below. It is probable that the number of non-1E words in Greek of which we have
only one form will be even greater than that of the words with variants. The knowledge of the substra?um suffixes will be one of the best means to recognize other
non-IE words. E.g. KE’A~IQoc can have the suffix -cut%. It may well be cognate with
Lith. kZlias,as several other pre-Greek words have cognates rn Lithuaman. Of
course not all suffixes are discussed separately. As an example 1 mention -ep- in
KV&r),

KVpUE~l&c,

KP’llU&Y,

&Ip~~/XI.

dX7KC)Xt,

XO~~~cX.

One of the most astonishing things it, that there seems to be no reason to assume
more than one substratum language. Tl,e phenomena discussca by Furnee *Ire so
inter-woven, -words derived from one root not seldom showing thiee or four of the
alternations discussed, that it seems certain that all the words discussed here
belonged to one language (or group of closely related languages). There does not
seem to be evidenze that there is another group of words of any size coming from
another substratum I could not suggest a word for which another origin 1s probable
On this ground WCare allowed to speak henceforth of ‘tk 1Greek substratum language’. It is one of I he tasks of future research to see whether we can find traces of
other substratum languages, which are a prim to be expected.
We might well ask whether it is not possible to identify this substratum languages with one of the scattered remains of non-Greek languages in Greece. Furn&
suggested that linear A was cognate (App. III). He did not discuss the pz;sible relation with Eteo-Cretan and Lemnian. I do not see any evident resemblance, but detailed study is necessary. If Lemnian would be cognate, Etruscan would be also.
Fur&e does not exclude the latter possibility, but m his book we find only very
rarely a comparison with Etruscan.
Neumann suggested (Gnomon 34 (1962) 370--4) that we should look for Pelasgian words (names) in the country which is most certainly Pelasgian, the Pelasglotis.
He gives a number of names which might be suspected to be of Pelasgian origin.
Now it is interesting to see that several of these names occur in Furnke’s language.
hpn.bv
125, II~QYJ&~~~, B&&J 175; one could add Fcivvoc 138. As to the name
Tupuqvoi, Furnee derives it from ~tipocc * rtipptc, ntipy~, and thinks it belongs to
the same lafiguage. The relation between Pelasgian and Tyrrhenian IS still far from
clear. But the capi;al of the Eteo-Cretans, npc~%~oc, is also found, p 166f. However,
we cannot deny the possibility that Eteo Cretan (as well as linear A) is Pe!asgian.
After all, if the substratum language turned out to be (the real) Pclasgian, this would
be no surprise.
The number of non-IE words that have probable cognates in IE languages is not
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so small. A list is given at the end. After Latin, Germanic and Lithuanian appear
most often. Most interesting,, of course, are those words that have cognates in IndoIranian (e.g. n&~uc,
which is the more interesting as it has an archaic (IE) inflection in Sanskrit). Until these cases have been thoroughly collected and studied, and
the substratum elements of these languages have been studied on a large scale, it
seems not possible to make anything but guesses about th, phenomenon. It should
be retained that a word occurring in several IE languages CM be an early loan. Also
for many words hitherto considered IE, foreign origin has now been made probable;
a list is given below.
Many words are discussed which are of interest for their cultural significance. I
give a few examples: 171 C&[, 184 ri7r~p~$&jpq@~,
238 ho&, 239 X&KK,
250 al&v?
. M~ouanb,
Zvpar~cj,
bfdp~p7oc (Mars, also 244), 251 fcrrum, 252 n.
23 Poseidon, 308 &+&pa / littera, 308 ~K&~oc,
310 n. 19 Kaftor = Cyprus,
338 ~a&. it rnay well be said that everybody who is interested in the most ancient
t-ustory of the Mediterranean area must study this book.

7. Details
There is one major point. It is strange that Furnee considers (274b) some forms
qwrthnasalized variants IF. The phenomenon is almost certainly not IE, and the ten
forms cited seem to me almost all to be non-IE and to belong exactly to Fur&e’s
substratum. That they have cognates in one or two 9E languages does not prove that
&ey are IE. Also there are in most cases other indications for non-IE origin. The
words are: 1. yp&mc, ht. scrofa (no evidence for IE origin; note o~p&.m); 2. l[f
is IL, it cannot belong to sp&w, as mbh gives ~_lq
(&‘, br/lqd6~ etc., cf.
BP
Development ?4); 3. KCY~K&YC - K~KZW (IE etymology weak - Lith. i6kti ‘to
mp’ --. and -vh- IS nonIE); 4. KOL(Y)J#W (seems IE, but onomatopoeic ?); 5.
Kx3iyTq (only Greek has nasal-less forms; onomatopoeic ?); 6. ~p&&Ao (Lat crepe,
. skpebti, but is it IE’? Note the semantic sphere, and the suffix -ox-); 7.
>&@jqf&fw
(L&i. lalzmw; IE?; (note xo-yr-); 8. Xbt (onomatopoeic ?); 9. nxdyyw
(Lat. plango, Lith. plak2i. IE reconstruction difficult: *pZh2(e)(n)g/k- ?); IO.
mpqyk
(IE cognates, but in Latin and Germanic. Greek would have to represent
“stP(n
If c~~poyy2~~belongs with it, note -vX-). The evidence that these words
were i
rited from PIE is very weak, 30 that it is more likely th&t the prenasahzation proves foreign origin for these words than that they prove that, prenasalization
an IE phenomenon.
FdJllow some short notes.
.4 aIrr& : c&7&
Pi. P. 4,4 is a conjecture to solve “a slight metrical licence”
Aratos it is “purement artificlelle” (Chantraine, Diet.), a pun on &7ar,
&q7eT7al. i see no indication for non-IE origin.
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123 onlic:avOv 07rdVloV,(zrr1’yzJ&pu@v, flpaxfi against $&IX - T&C
is one of
the cases which is semantically not evident.
124 x&E and “fi~ew6c
are names, which are in principle not included.
624 Al &Ktl!&iV - &yc&jv
. . . doch ist auf diese vereinzelte Glosse nattirlich nicht
mit Sicherheit zu bauen”. With this problem of principle we are often confronted.
1 see no reason to doubt this form. Fur&e does not mention X&CEOC
&yar&jc,
XP~G& (I-T),which also points to a pre-Greek word, as does the structure of dryo166c
itself.
129 1.4 There is no need to eme :d int:, &.E(U)MOC;
&IEKO~ beside @~KOL
and
pjr)ti~m (u/c 65 n. 270) presents n’o problem. PE~KV~C n. SO is connected
with K&IKCU.
with P/K, on p. 388. But this IS not probable, as K+KCY seems a reduplication beside
&-K@c (127). &JKis no doubt a variant of flpeK-w (supra) &I~KOF (cf. aropn&/
arpon& 159, o~opnioc/ypar~a~~
154 and §8!, where these two instances are not
mentioned) with n-suffix (132 n. 65).
129 &Y%uK.T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Kai
* ~WKOU jr/i
for AA j; only then the state=
$Uhou,
1 propose to emend y~urcouin
ment makes sense. Stands KSKOV Ps.-DSZ. 2, 139 also for *luw~~~
? Cf. &&~vQ/
tirpvr) 387 (the same root! 236).
145%r0~/‘$%77c/i~cjv
263,327. Connection with the aorist ?$ao seems probable.
I withdraw the connection with ir_Jinr~(Development
129), which may still be
*h$-h2eku-.
145 KC&@O$.
I would retain the analysis ~aha-Uponwith *Fpon- in jl&raXov,
but would not connect this with Ij&w , but consider it a substratum word. cf.
~pi~c~h~~~$m~ov
H., also XPLYJ&,‘PQ~FLC,
Development 193,246 (but ~c$voc and
bcjnec ‘(Dom) strauch, Gestraul=h’ are better kept apart).
151 When flihepvov @hi belong v ith ~EXE~L’~W
we need not assume Aeolic
origin for 6~ <gUe, but is it semantica ly so easy? The formation is not difficult,
*g”(e)Zhl-m(e)n- (pXf@cr is a Greek f>rrnation, I think).
155 A2. The names are no reason t 3 doubt the etymology of &uneroc.
158 &+yptmo~;
here also &~J@VQL,l+yp191/‘harrow’?
161 napgduiw, pcyppcupa
372 show that this type of reduphcation IS of non-E
origin.
161 n&h&a ‘stone’. Belongs IME to this root?
173 Beside @KC Xd;pa~ec cf. LJ?&KEC * )&m~e.
175 ?r&?/tp.
Th:re is a slight inconsistency in that some of these words were also
discussed before (K@v,
u~~.p;r~~,
7&qc),
others not. The same applies to 5522 and
30.
188 tYsiXno. guiper, Lingua 21 (1968): 270-3, concluded to a labio-velar on the
basis of ScwXuuu~~~~voc-~~~~~~~~,
Furnee assumes different morphemes. The question cannot be settled as yet. (The connection with T&Z - 6 $tmc is a possibility
only .)
191 7p~ai~w. On &x@@K etc. see now the excellent treatment in H.S. VersneL
Triumphus (1970): 1 l-55.
l

l

l
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221p xoj%~/xq&z~, both glossed ~cqurtiltov. E think that both f:@rrw ~apti?Wc/
~ti~rrr~/yz&r~e~/y$&
belong to the substratum (there is
no reason to deny ~q_@& (1 I9 n. 22) and KCYI/$& etymological value), and that
they represent one root, which is also identical with t!hat of x@/@.
234 AIiuq~oq, a river in Mysia/ cuir& is one of the cases which is not convincing
(the author admits the hypothetical character of the comparison).
278 Kricrvvoc/cincinnus
is one of the cases which, taken strictly, does not belong
here, as the second member is Latin.
290 A2 There is hardly any reason to consider &~q a IE inheritance.
317 nu~oq/ars&c,
nniua~/&~no~
does not convi nce semantically.
3 19 (and 129,297) 6 LK~Tv/A~)(‘~~#@c/~ ~KO$U?JKO$& ~KRIOV prove non-IE origin.
Then Myc. dekutu-(wok@ will be dektu(worgus) with e/i, and Chantraine’s IE interpretation (v. Diet.) will have to be abandoned.
323ff Beside (n/)$/a, { (polu~&/$auup~/ou~p&,
and 325 n. 11) we also find
G/h: $&&&~~oc
(note the lenis) and ~~Q,uxS~#~SCK with MHG sampt (not
given by Purr&). Here may be added that there are also indications for a-/h-:
or.$~xo&~x&, ZeAXo~,EAhqvec. One is reminded of the problematical, but ‘very
IE’ oiR/&.
325 S&vr~. In spite of Lat. daps damnum, OIc. tafiz, Arm. tawn and Tech. tap(‘to eat’) Garnaizq/So&X& (S&VW with n~/$?) and 6oqS&rrw point to non-IE origin. There are also semantic difficulties. Cf. Ernout-Meillet S.V.da?!-“urn: ‘Qn a
rapprochi gr. ~&VU . . . ; le sens en est eloigne .. . le rapprochement avec daps . .. est
indemontrable”. One would not like to separate the Germanic forms OE t%er tjfer,
OHG zebao, but they suppose *deip- or *dip- (cognate or not with S&r~ov, which
Furnee 339,352 also connects with Gon-) which cannot be connecte(l with a PIE
*dap < “dh#p-.
The Greek words, then, are decidedly non-IE, and this seems
possible for the whole group. PIE *dap- as a religious term (e.g. Schhrath, Die
hdogermanen, p. Cb
0) is therefore extremely uncertain.
326 K$KWOC.R.C. Bakhuizen van den Brink suggests to me that SI&!KXK~C‘teasel’
1scognate with S&/J-, St@/+- ‘walken; frotter, assouplir, fouler’. Dipsacus fuZlonum
(!) (‘chardon ;i foulon’) was used to teasel (carder). Note Eng. teasel For the plant and
the instrument/process, just as Latin carduus-car(r)ere, carminare (Fr. carde-carder,
Dutch kaarde-kaarb:en). Aiga~~
may be a variant (326). The associNltion with
S$cr may be secondary - A~$KK~~~?&~~~
H. may also belong to this root (‘kneten,
walken, schlagen, stossen, treten’); cf. 392.
364 aiywrujc; if the word is non-IE, does it contain the root of yu$? On prothetic ai- p. 3’78.
376 (2) Add ip@?u&q/A@l:vi&
380 Xcflpdc/h~crg&,when ‘M&poc, is an instance of a guess of little value.
392 (7) Add i/y6~]X~~yS~

K~QO~M~V/UKQ~/.%C and

Even to this collection some items may be added. I noted the following.
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menvv@o~/n~vv~&;

r~~~oc/~ljllpoc/~~~~~~~~(IE cognates!); K~~cJ~~Q/K~c&~cx;
Ac~thix@day&~;
pc?y+ycwov/~civ6aXoc
(Wyatt, Proth. Vowel 83); &$c/~~~ar6c/
c(orofl& (ibid.); A~~pcoc/Xocpc~L;;/Ao46c;Kb\L~xo~/~h~vqoq;
K~~~~/~cQ~u~v/K~~A~;
~opri&~~/~opti&~?;
da~~l~~/Epp~Sa~~~/p’avl’c,
&ibW
(Kuiper , Fs. Kretschmer 1: 2 16);
ntiv&@rv&.@ (IE cognates!); h&ro/&%rrw/bhot&w
(Orbis 20 (197 1j : 132-7);
KOIU.~WW/OKOX~~~TW
(ibid.); &yrti~/&yxt?; or~~w/a;?~~w/r;aae~~c;/a?riPoc
(also
UT6&9oC/OTt$.@OC?);

KV&~7W/KV~~~ljt;/KV~~(ll~~Ol~~~V~~~OV/YV&$~~OV/~~~~.

kinnpiose (K/~MXQ-, Masson, inscr. Chypr. SyU. nr. 162b); K~~v~~/K~~~vGoc.
One is
tempted to connect dr@XGv- @_d& (194) - ~vauck (254) - &muuoc (214) with
@%Yp~( ~IAXXUXO~
- /3&Ypo~)
and @tsoC (&_pv&jv@aYti) and ~&Soc - flp&.doc (330)
and fl~uocu - /3p@ka (330) and yuSiuuwv* G~opDc~uwv
(~v&&?vIY-).All words seem
non-IE and their meaning is largely the sa,me. It is, of course, a typical instance
where we do not know where to QraYvthe line between variants of one root and two
(or more) different roots (cf. $5). See also Development, Index S.V.substratum elements (note 40 &oE etc., on which I withdraw my - desperate - speculations
275-7). Some other suggestions in the text above.
l

8. Indexes
(a) Vowelalternations
order.

not mentioned

302 n. 37
or/o/e 217 n. 72
(culv 2 13 n. 58, denied)
+c 339 A2,352 A4
i&v 353 A5
clv/w 301 n. 32
a/au

E/EV

115

&pKEV8OC

m the table of contents,

in alphabetical

e/~/v 354 n. 55
7~11171 n. 114
O/l 191 Il. 37
o/w 279 $pvt Add d~q/&~xoi’.
ov/w 133 /.fWK~O/.dtl, 148 xorin~c
v/e 05 n. 270
u/c3 302 n. 35

258 n. 42
Add au/o/w: Ka~~irpO~lKO~h~lc;jpO~OV.
E/V

(b) Discussions of c;uffixes, in alphabetical order.
-(a)pv- 48 n. 126
X@- 107
-al(F
255 n. 32
-e~vo! 171 n. 117
a~158 n. 64
-cxh(X)-254 n. 28
_orllp-184

-<r?@- 1% n. 35,216
-CYTO235 n. 31
ap134 n. 75
arpoc 257 n. 36
-cyuQ-157 n. 57
-el_to-151 n. 42,317
-epvo- 151 n. 44

n. 71
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fVT- 173, lJ31 n. 7
qho- 115 (ru. 5)
-qij 199,245 n. 70
-Tgxx/oc 204 n. 10
-r)r- 172 n. 118
-ii%324 n. 7
-tw- 226 II. - 02
-q.wo- 246 n 7 1
GO- 163
-v- 132 I-i.bc,

-on- 107

-0vouat 197 n. 55
-p- 124 II. 37,215 n. 62
-pv- 2 15 n. 62; cf. ~lpv-vh- 205 n. 14
-ox- 173
-TV- 303 n. 39
-wp-211 n, 50
-UT- 283,384 II. 132

(c) Substratum words that have cognates in JE languages (in the order in which
they occur in the book; the places can be easily found in the index). The list may
not be complete.

Part II : Caucasian materiais
An evaluation of the role Flayed by Caucasian in Furnee’s impressive book would
have been facilitated by a wcrd-index. Here follows a list of Caucasian words for
which Pre-Greek cognates are proposed, with a reference to the first page where 1
fo-md them; the ordering i:; by page. (A) Kartvelian (a) Georgian: @rgi 105, bkb
117,bzti 134, @eci 135, r:a&ece135, brjnla 153, babani 171, ba&o 17 1, erevindi
198.aCz~r.daJ~~~1zi~~da
198, qrhda 198,daba 204, meli/mela 244,hbi 247, to@
25 1, kvpcra 273, koliobzika 273, ha& 293, ekalQ314, bar@ 322,p&utuni
323,
biu&+ 3!23, but&a 323,l&ar@
3i’3, biifi 3i3, bronfva j30, bodva 330: @inva
349, &imli 349, lagi 350, te+n’357, kurdi 359, siimili 369,dia 390, deda 390,
dedida 390, bzi&i393; (b) M’ngrelian: budapa 153, ikidiri 195; (c) Svanetian:

